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The present invention relates to ?exible cases particu 
larly adaptable for use as toilet cases and more particu 
larly to an improvement in the design of cases which are 
opened at the top with the upper portions of the sidewalls 
forming the cover elements. ' 

Still further the present invention relates to an im 
proved structure over our prior Patent No. 2,640,520, 
issued June 2, 1953, which matured from application 
Serial No. 267,966, ?led January 24, 1952. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
case of relatively soft ?exible material such as leather, in 
which cover elements are provided at the top thereof, 
and which has incorporated into the structure, means for 
automatically raising the cover elements when released, 
and holding the cover elements in an open position. 
A further object of the present invention is to incorpo 

rate into the structure of a semi-collapsible case, having 
a pair of cover members, formed by the top portions of 
either side wall which close symmetrically together along 
a central longitudinal line, a spring construction in which 
the cover members will be tensioned to open outwardly 
when they are released, and in which the members form 
ing the spring elements are so positioned as not. to inter 
fere with the storage of elements within the case, or with 
the ability of the case to be collapsed. 

In the construction of cases of this general type, in 
which the cover is formed at the top of the case by the 
upper portions of the two side elements which close to 
gether along a center line, there is substantial dif?culty 
when the case is opened to maintain these two closure 
elements apart. 
The present invention provides a means entirely con 

tained within the case and in a non-obstructing position 
which will maintain these covers in a substantially up 
right position when the case is opened, and will further 
not at all interfere with the collapsible features of the 
case. ' 

These and other objects of the present invention will 
be ‘clearly understood when considered in connection with 
a description of the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 shows a cross sectional end view of the case 
in an open position. 

Figure 2 shows a fragmentary cross sectional view 
taken substantially along the line 2—2 of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 shows an end view of the case when closed 
with the spring member shown in dotted outline. 

Figure 4 shows a fragmentary cross sectional detail of 
a modi?cation of the invention, and, 

Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view of the spring elements. 
In the construction of this case there is provided a 

bottom, generally designated as 1, and a pair of side and 
end walls, 3 and 5, and 4 and 6, respectively, with the 
side and end walls formed of two pieces of soft ?exible 
material, such as leather, joined together along vertical 
scams 7 at each end wall 4 and 6. The bottom 1 of this 
case is formed of a relatively stiff member 8, of card 
board or other similar material which is covered with a 
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soft ?exible, outer material 9, such‘ as leather, which may 
be glued to the member 8. This, element 8, has posi 
tioned over’it, an inner reinforcing member-111 of card 
board or similar material, which ‘in turn is borderedby 
a pair of reinforcing members 12. Each of these side 
reinforcing members 12 extends the length of the lower 
portion of a side wall and into the endwalls, terminating 
in the end walls near the vertical seams 7. These card-» 
board members 12 may be secured to the sidewalls and 
end walls by gluing‘or other suitable means, while the 
member 11 is secured to the member 8, by peripheral 
stitching 10, which stitching 10, may'also be used‘ to se-‘ 
cure the lower edges of the end walls and side Walls 
3, 4, 5 and 6. ' . 

Closure or cover means for this 
the top. portions of i the end and side walls. A pair of 
stringers 16a and 16b for slide fast'eners‘extend from the - 
center of one end wall 6 to the center of the opposing end 
wall 4, with'one stringer extending around each side wall 
ofpthe case. These stringers are secured to a pair of strip 

' members 14 and 15, forming respectively an outer and 
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inner member of-the cover elements. These stringers are 
secured between these strips 14 and 15 by longitudinal 
stitching 17, which stitches the stringers 16a and 16b to 
the strips 15 and also secures the strips 14 to the stripslS. 
Between the strips 14 and 15, on each side, is positioned 
a reinforcing rigid bar 18, which extends from apoint 
near the central line at‘ one end 6, around to the op 
posing wall 4 near the central line through one side wall, 
This reinforcing member 18 whichpmay be formed of 
metal or similar rigid material, is secured in position‘ be 
tween these strips 14-and15 by a longitudinal stitching 
19, which also serves to secure the strips 14 and 15 to 
gether andito the vupper edges of the side- walls, and end 
walls 3, 4, 5 and 6. The cover portions of the side walls 
are formed by a stiff cardboard element 20, which ex 
tends along the side walls 3 and '5, with its ends tapered, 
towards the upper edges with these tapered portions 20a 
extending into the end walls'4 and 6, and is secured to 
the outer wall material ‘by gluingorsuitable means. 
The tapered section 20a is preferably cut along an arc 

20b to provide for the folding of the end walls over them-_ 
selves. The cardboard element 20 at the side walls 3 
and 5, extends downwardly from above a point at‘which 
the strips 14 and 15 are stitched to the side and end walls 
to a point just above the metal frame element 21. This 
frame 21, rectangular in shape, de?nes substantially the 
demarcation line between those portions of the side walls 
which fold to form the cover element and the lower por 
tion of the side walls and end walls which for-m the body 
of the case. 7 > 

It should be noted, that there ‘is an areavvbetween the 
metal frame 21 andthe lower'reinfor'c'ing inner member 
12, designated 22, which is substantially unreinforced 
and thereby provides a collapsible lower section of the 
case. The reinforcing frame or band 21, is secured in 
position against slipping by a series of rivet elements 23, 
which extend through the ?exible outer wall and through 
the metal frame 21 at regular intervals along the metal 
band 21. 
A pair of spring members 24 and 25 are provided in 

the construction, each comprising a pair of opposite up 
wardly extending end sections 24a and 25a, respectively, 
a pair of continuous side wall or stem sections 24b and 
25b respectively, and end wall sections 240 and 250, re 
spectively, continuous at either end with the pair of side 
wall sections. A diagrammatic view of the spring ar 
rangement is shown in Figure 5. Each of these springs 
24 and 25 is secured to the metal frame 21 by a plurality 
of bends 26 formed on the frame 21 or other suitable 
means which secure the spring to the frame in position 

case are formed by 
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against movement. "The-end sections 24a and 25a of 
each spring are formed parallel to one. another and spaced 
apart a short distance, with one end section of each spring 
bearing against the cover section of each of the side walls. 
The end wall-sections‘ 24c- and 250- of each spring are not 
rigidly connected :by-loops 26-to the frame 21- and ‘there? 
fore when the upper portions of the» side-elements are 
bent downwardly, to close thecase, =the1portions ofv the 
spring 240 and 250, will ?ex slightlydownward as they 
are 'tensioned by the closing of the cover when av-torque 
is placed on ‘the sections 2412 and 25b of the spring in the 
directions indicated by the'arrows A ‘of Figure 5. This 
slight ?exing however does not normally depress the sec 
tions 24c and 250 moretthanithe widthof themetal band 
21, and therefore will'not ‘interfere v‘with the collapsible 
feature of this case construction. 
The torque -in the springs24 and 25 ‘occurs-in the sec 

tions 24b and 25b between the ends 24a and/25¢: and 
14c and 25c. ' 

vA ‘cover member of ?exible material 27' may be pro 
vided on the inside of thecase for ?nishing appearance, 
and may be stitched around its :upper edge to the ‘inner 
strip 15 by means of a peripheral stitching 28. 

Ifv desired. the box may also be provided with tapele 
ments 29 on the cover portion of the side edges secured 
in position by the’ stitching 19' to act asgripsfor open 
ing the case. A tab element 31 may also (be secured by 
the stitching 19 at one end near the end of ~the~slide 
fastener, so that the slider may readily be openedand 
closed. 

Figure 4 illustrates a modi?cation of this‘ construc 
tion in which the-frame 21, with the- spring members 24 
and 25 secured thereto, are held-imposition at the bottom 
of the cardboard reinforcing element‘20 by a strip of 
fabric material 32 which extends longitudinally on each 
side of the ‘inner. surface of each side wall 3 and 5 the 
length of the reinforcing member 20. ‘The'lower longi 
tudinal edge of the fabric strip 32 is glued or --otherwise 
suitably secured to the outer fabric cover 3 _or\S (as the 
case may be) and the upper longitudinal edge of the 
fabric material 32 is glued to the- inner surfaceof the 
reinforcing member 20. 1 
~Having now described our invention, we claim: 
I. A toilet case having-a bottom wall member, a pair 

of opposite sidewall members and a pair of end wall mem 
bers, with the end and sidewall-members continuous and 
surrounding ‘the bottom Wall member, means folming a 
pair of opposite cover members in the npperportions of 
the opposite sidewall members with longitudinal hinge 
lines along each sidewall member, a frame positioned on 
the inside-of the case along said hinge ‘lines, a pair of 
spring members with each of said spring members hav 
ing a cross segment‘ joiningyopposite side segments with 
the free ends of the side segments terminating in upward 
ly extending, end segments, means .securiugihe springs to 
opposite sidesrof the frame with means to adaptthe end 
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segments to bear against the inside of the cover members, 
andthe cross segments and side segments respectively, 
adjacent to the end wall members and sidewall members. 

2. A toilet case having a bottom wall member, a pair 
of opposite sidewall members, and a pair of end wall 
members, with the end and sidewall members continuous 
and surrounding the bottom wall member, means form 
ing a pair of opposite cover members in the upper por 
tions of the opposite sidewall members with longitudinal 
hinge lines along each sidewall member, a pair of springs 
with’ each ‘of, saidsprings having a pair of; parallel side 
seememsioined together by a cross segment and with 
their free ends extendings normal to the plane of the side 
segments, and means for securing said springswithin the 
case with the cross segments and side segments respective 
ly adjacent the endwall and sidewall members and means 
to adapt the free ends to bear against the inside of the 
cover members. I , 

~3, 'A»toile-t»case having abottomrwallgmember, apair 
of opposite sidewall members,‘ and a pair of end wall 
memberswiththe end and sidewall members continuous 
and surrounding the bottom wall member, means form 
ing a pair of opposite cover members in ‘the upper por 
tions of the opposite sidewall members with longitudinal 
hinge lines along each sidewall -memb_er,>a pair of tor 
sional- springs with end and center segments with each 
end segment of each spring positioned in an opposite 

, cover- member ‘from its other end segment and-with vthe 
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centersegments-formed angularly to'the ends whereby 
they provide torsionalspring meanswhen the end seg 
ments arepivoted, and ‘means securing said springs with 
in the‘ case. 

4. In a ‘toilet case-having bottom, side and‘end walls, 
hinged portions-forming top'closure elements pivotally 
secured :to ‘the sidewalls of the case, a torsional spring 
elementhaving stemsections extending along and secured 
to the supported edges of the hinged portions with a free 
endextending across-the hinged portions and means co 
acting ‘with said free end-normally tending to maintain 
said "hinged port-ionsin an open position. 

‘5. ‘Ina toilet case having bottom, side and end walls, 
a pair of hinged portions ‘forming a pair of top closure 
elements supported on the sidewalls of the case and 
adapted to close together along a central line, apair of 
torsionalvspring elements’ each having stem sections ex 
tending-along and secured to the supported edges of the 
hinged portions with ends extending across each of the 
hingedv portions normally tending to maintain said top 
closure elements in an open position. ' 
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